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The large Moleskine 18-Month Weekly Notebook, with a black hard cover, runs from July 2016 to

December 2017. Formatted to show the week's appointments on the left and a ruled page for notes

and ideas on the right, this popular planner style is perfect for students, teachers and

professionals.Specifications:- Layout: Week on the left, ruled page on the right.- Date Range: Jul

2016 - Dec 2017- Dimensions: 5" x 8-1/4"- Hard Cover with Elastic Closure and Bookmark Ribbon-

Color: Black- Pages: 208- Pockets: Expandable inner pocket in cardboard and cloth.- Paper Weight:

70 gsm/47 lb.; FSC Certified Paper; Acid-Free (pH Neutral)
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I've used one of these 18-month Moleskine planners for several years, and I always love them. The

only part that I dislike is that the  organization system makes them very difficult to find. I specifically

want a) 18 month b) large c) black d) hard cover e) weekly with week-at-a-glance on one side and

ruled page on the other. Invariably, when I start searching for this journal, I will find everything but

this exact one -- a) 12-month or wrong years b) pocket or extra large c) rainbow of colors or themed

to Peanuts, Little Prince, or Star Wars d) soft cover e) page-a-day or week-on-two-pages. I'm glad I

found this one as I wanted it, and I'll mark my calendar for April 1, 2017 to buy the next one.

Got this as a gift for a friend. I use the Weekly with a Jan start and as I watched him taking notes

and checking calendars, I knew he needed it too.Received it quickly and I love the Weekly format.

it's a lazy Bullet Journal in my opinion. :) So if you hate creating calendars every day/week. ...then

use this format. Week on one page on the left side, lined page on the right. Perfect for my BuJo

Style.



a more honest review would be 3.5 stars. i cant say I liked this product fully, but it is made of great

quality.If you are in the habit of having a lot of space to write in the calendar/date boxes for each

week, this planner does not offer that. It does however, supplement with a fully lined blank page

right next to the weekly breakdown. I have still yet to get used to this and learn how to make the

most of it in such a way that work for my organization style.The other thing that slightly irks me is

that there are so many extra pages full of out of country phone codes and different holidays from all

over the world. In my case, I have had the habit of clipping together these sort of pages with the

used pages, making it easier to flip open to the week that I am planning on. When adding a binder

clip or a paper clip to the moleskine, it does not sit nicely and makes awkward bulges in the not so

flexible cover.Over all, I love moleskines for their quality and integrity of product, I just found that

though I enjoy the product for these reasons, the things and the design that it offers for a weekly

planner is something that I will need to get used to and accommodate to, and if they still irk me, that

style of organization was not for me.

I use this every day and it works so well! Having a page for each week next to a blank note page

works so well for me.
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